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Static CMOS 

 Advantages: 
 Static (robust) operation, 

 low power, 

 scalable with technology.

 Disadvantages:
 Large size: An N input gate requires 2N transistors.

 Large capacitance: 

 Alternatives: Pass-transistor logic (PTL), 
Transmission Gates, pseudo-nMOS, dynamic 
CMOS, domino CMOS. 



Pass Transistor

 Pass Transistor are single FETs, that pass the 

signal between drain and source terminal.

 Advantages:

 Require less area.

 Require less wiring
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Pass Transistor

 While choosing between the two polarities, 

NMOS is preferred for this application.

 The reason being mobility of electrons 

being almost twice of that of holes.

 So, NMOS have faster switching 

compared to PMOS of the same size.



NMOS and PMOS as switches

 NMOS transistors pass a strong 0 but a 

weak 1(threshold voltage drop. 

High =Vdd-Vtn).

 PMOS transistors pass a strong 1 but a 

weak 0(threshold voltage drop.

Low= Vtp)



Pass Transistor as Switches
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Limitation of Pass Transistor

 There is an undesirable threshold voltage 

effect, which gives rise to loss of logic 

levels in pass transistor.

 No Pass transistor gate input may be 

driven through one or more pass 

transistor.



Pass Transistor Circuits
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Remedy for Limitations of Pass 

Transistor

 Use of Transmission Gate

Transmission Gates:

 A CMOS transmission gate can be constructed by 
parallel combination of NMOS and PMOS transistors, 
with  complementary gate signals.

 The main advantage of the CMOS transmission gate 
compared to NMOS transmission gate is to allow the 
input signal to be transmitted to the output without the 
threshold voltage attenuation.



Transmission Gate

 If C is high (C = Vdd) , PMOS and NMOS 
are switched ON and provide a low 
reistance current path between A and B.

 If C is low, then both are OFF and there is 
no conduction between A and B.
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Transmission gate
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Transmission Gate

 A Transmission Gate (TG) is a complementary CMOS 
switch.

 Both transistors are ON or OFF simultaneously.

 The NMOS switch passes a good zero but a poor 1.

 The PMOS switch passes a good one but a poor 0.

- Combining them we get a good 0 and a good 1 
passed in both directions

- TGs are efficient in implementing some functions such 
as multiplexers, XORs, XNORs,latches, and Flip-
Flops.



Levels of Abstraction in Verilog

 Behavioral or algorithmic level

 Dataflow Level

 Gate Level

 Switch Level



Switch Level : Introduction

 Verilog provides the ability to design at MOS transistor 
level.

 When it comes to VLSI, designing at this level is very 
difficult.

 Verilog HDL provides only digital design capabilities with 
logic values 0,1,x,z and drive strength associated with 
them.

 There are no analog capability.

 Therefore, in Verilog HDL, transistor are also known as 
switches that either conduct or are open.



Switch Modeling Elements

 The nmos switch is used to model N-type 

MOSFET.

 The pmos switch is used to model P-type 

MOSFET. 

 The instantiation of these MOS switches 

can contain zero, one, two, or three 

delays. 



Switch Modeling Elements

 MOS Switches:

nmos

Instantiation of nmos:

nmos n1(out, data, ncontrol);

Data Out

ncontrol



Switch Modeling Elements

 MOS Switches:

pmos

Instantiation of pmos:

pmos n1(out, data, pcontrol);

Data Out

pcontrol



Switch Modeling Elements

 CMOS Switches:

cmos

Instantiation of cmos:

cmos n1(out, data, ncontrol, pcontrol);

Data Out

pcontrol

ncontrol



Switch Level: Power and Ground

 The power (Vdd, logic 1) and Ground (Vss, logic 
0) sources are needed when transistor level 
circuits are designed.

 Power is defined with the keyword supply1.

 Ground is defined with the keyword supply0.

 supply1 and supply0 are  net data type.

 supply1 place logical 1 continuously on net, 
throughout the simulation.

 supply0 place logical 0 continuously on net, 
throughout the simulation.



Multiplexer

 Passes one of several data inputs to 

output

Generally 2n data inputs and always a single 

data output

n control lines determine which input is 

“steered” to the output



Switch Level Modelling: 2x1 Mux
module Mux2x1(Y, S, A,B);

input S, A,B; 

output Y;

//internal wire

wire sbar;

//not instance

not n1 (sbar, S);

//cmos switch instance

cmos c1(Y, B, sbar, s);

cmos c2(Y, A, s, sbar);

endmodule
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4:1 Multiplexer

 4:1 mux: Z = A'B'I0 + A'BI1 + AB'I2 + ABI3



4:1 Multiplexer



4:1 Mux using Behavioral Modeling
module mux_4to1(Y, A, B, C, D, sel);

output [15:0] Y;

input [15:0] A, B, C, D;

input [1:0] sel;

reg [15:0] Y;

always @(A or B or C or D or sel)

begin

case ( sel )

2'b00: Y = A;

2'b01: Y = B;

2'b10: Y = C;

2'b11: Y = D;

default: Y = 16'hxxxx;

endcase

end

endmodule



4:1 Mux using NMOS Pass 

Transistor



Stick Diagram for  4:1 Mux(Pass 

Transistor Implementation)



Layout for  4:1 Mux(Pass Transistor 

Implementation)



4:1 Mux using Transmission Gate



Decoder



2:4 Decoder

Single data input,n control inputs, 2n outputs

control inputs (called “selects” (S)) represent 

binary index of output to which the input is 

connected.

Single data input is also known as Enable.



2:4 Decoder

 An active-high decoder sets a 1 at the 

selected line and keeps others at 0.

 An active-low decoder is just opposite, so 

the selected line is at 0 and rest are at 1.



Decoder (Behavioral Modeling)
module decoder_2to4(Y3, Y2, Y1, Y0, A, B, en);

output Y3, Y2, Y1, Y0;

input A, B;

input en;

reg Y3, Y2, Y1, Y0;

always @(A or B or en) begin

if (en == 1'b0)

case ( {A,B} )

2'b00: {Y3,Y2,Y1,Y0} = 4'b1110;

2'b01: {Y3,Y2,Y1,Y0} = 4'b1101;

2'b10: {Y3,Y2,Y1,Y0} = 4'b1011;

2'b11: {Y3,Y2,Y1,Y0} = 4'b0111;

default: {Y3,Y2,Y1,Y0} = 4'bxxxx;

endcase

if (en == 1'b1)

{Y3,Y2,Y1,Y0} = 4'b1111;

end

endmodule



Gate Level Representation

 2:4 Decoder:    

O0 =  G  S1’  S0’

O1 = G  S1’  S0

O2 = G  S1   S0’

O3 = G  S1   S0

S1

O2

O3

O0
G

O1

S0



Decoder(Gate Level Representation)
//Gate-level description of a 2-to-4-line 

decoder

module decoder_gl (S,G,O);

input G;

input  [1:0] S;

output [3:0] O;

wire S0not,S1not;

not n1 (S0not,S[0]);

not n2 (S1not,S[1]);

and n4 (O[0],S0not,S1not,G); // S = 

00

and n5 (O[1],S[0],S1not,G); // S = 01

and n6 (O[2],S0not,S[1],G); // S= 10

and n7 (O[3],S[0],S[1],G); //S = 11

endmodule
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Latches & Flip-Flops

 In the same way that gates are the building 
blocks of combinatorial circuits, latches andflip-
flops are the building blocks of sequential 
circuits 

 While gates had to be built directly from 
transistors, latches can be built from gates, 
and flip-flops can be built from latches. 

 Both latches and flip-flops are circuit elements 
whose output depends not only on the current 
inputs, but also on previous inputs and outputs. 



Latches Vs. Flip-flop

 A latch does not have 
a clock signal.

 The latches 
are asynchronous, 
which means that the 
output changes very 
soon after the input 
changes.

 Latches are level 
sensitive.

 Latches are faster.

A flip-flop always have 
a clock signal.

A flip-flop is a 
synchronous version 
of the latch.

Flip-flops are edge 
transition senstitive.

Flip-flops are slower 
compared to latches



D Latch: Behavioral Model

module DLatch(D, Q, nQ);

input D;

output Q, nQ;

reg Q, nQ;

always@(D)

begin

#(t_d) Q <= D;

#(t_d) nQ <= ~D;

end

endmodule



D Latch: Gate Level Model

module DLatch(D, Q, nQ);

input D;

output Q, nQ;

wire nD;

not n1(nD, D);

nor nor1 (nQ, Q,D);

nor nor2 (Q, nQ,nD);

endmodule



D flip-Flop: Behavioral Model

module DFlipFlop(D,Clk, Q, nQ);

input D, Clk;

output Q, nQ;

reg Q, nQ;

always@(posedge clk)

begin

Q <= D;

nQ <= ~D;

end

endmodule



D Flip-flop: Switch Level
module DFlipFlop(D,Clk, Q, nQ);

input D, Clk;

output Q, nQ;

//Internal Wire

wire W1,nClk;

//Not Instance

not n1(nClk, Clk);

//cmos switch instances

cmos c1(W1,D,Clk,nClk);

cmos c2(Q,W1,nClk, Clk);

//cmos inverter subblock instance

Cnot CN1(nQ,W1);

Cnot CN2(Q,nQ);

endmodule

//cmos inverter sub-block

module Cnot(Out, In);

inout In;

output Out;

//power and gnd declaration

supply1 pwr;

supply0 gnd;

//pmos and nmos switch instances

pmos(out, pwr, In);

nmos (out, gnd, In);

endmodule



Half Adder

 Half adder has two 

inputs and two outputs.

 It adds two numbers.

 The output is Sum and 

Carry Out.

 Boolean expressions

sum = A  B

carry = A.B



Half Adder: Dataflow Model

module HalfAdder(Sum,Cout,A,B);

//input numbers to be added 

input A,B; 

//output sum and carry out bit

output Sum, Cout;

//Continuous assignment

assign {Cout, Sum} = A+B;

endmodule



Half Adder: Gate Level Model
module HalfAdder(Sum,Cout,A,B);

//input numbers to be added 

input A,B; 

//output sum and carry out bit

output Sum, Cout;

//and instance

and a1(Cout,A,B);

//xor instance

xor x1(Sum,A,B);

endmodule



Full  Adder

 A combinational circuit that forms the sum of 

three input bits.

 Full adder has three inputs and two outputs.

 Two of the inputs are bits that need to be added.

 The third input represents carry from a lower 

significant bit position.

 The two outputs represent the sum and carry-out 

as for the half adder.



Full  Adder: Dataflow Model

module FullAdder(Sum,Cout,A,B,Cin);

//input-output declaration

input A,B,Cin;

output Sum, Cout;

//continuous assignment

assign {Cout, Sum} = A+B+Cin;

endmodule



Full  Adder

S = A’B’CIN + A’BCIN’ + 
AB’CIN’ + ABCIN

S = A  B  CIN

Cout = AB + ACIN + BCIN

Cout = AB + CIN (AB’ + A’B)

Cout = AB + CIN (A  B)

Cin

Half Adder Half AdderA

B W1

W2
W3

Cout

Sum



Full  Adder: Gate Level Model
module FullAdder(Sum,Cout,A,B,Cin);

//input-output declaration

input A,B,Cin;

output Sum, Cout;

//internal wire

wire W1,W2,W3;

//logic gate instances

xor x1(W1,A,B);

xor x2(Sum,W1,Cin);

and a1(W2,A,B);

and a2(W3,W1,Cin);

or o1(Cout,W2,W3);

endmodule



Full  Adder using Half Adder

module FullAdder(Sum,Cout,A,B,Cin);

//input-output declaration

input A,B,Cin;

output Sum, Cout;

//internal wire

wire Wa,Wb,Wc;

//Half Adder instances
HalfAdder ha1(Wa,Wb,A,B);
HalfAdder ha2(Sum,Wc,Wa,Cin);

or o1(Cout,Wb,Wc);

endmodule



Ripple Carry Adder using Full 

Adder
module RCAdder(Sum,c4,a,b,c0);

//input-output declaration

input [3:0] a,b;

input c0;

output [3:0] Sum;

output c4;

//internal wire

wire c1,c2,c3;

//full adder instances

FullAdder fa0(Sum[0],c1,a[0],b[0],c0);

FullAdder fa1(Sum[1],c2,a[1],b[1],c1);

FullAdder fa2(Sum[2],c3,a[2],b[2],c2);

FullAdder fa3(Sum[3],c4,a[3],b[3],c3);

endmodule



Carry Look-Ahead Adder

 Lets analyze the 4-bit CLA equations:
C1 = G0 + P0.C0

C2 = G1 + P1.C1  = G1 + P1.(G0 + P0.C0)

= G1 + P1.G0 + P1.P0.C0

C3 = G2 + P2.C2  = G2 + P2.(G1 + P1.(G0 + P0.C0) )

= G2 + P2.G1 + P2.P1.G0 + P2.P1.P0.C0

C4 = G3 + P3.C3 

= G3 + P3.(G2 + P2.(G1 + P1.(G0 + P0.C0) ))

= G3 + P3.G2 + P3.P2.G1 + P3.P2.P1.G0 +   
P3.P2.P1.P0.C0



Carry Look-Ahead Adder RTL
module CLA_4b(sum,c4,a,b,c0);

//input-output declaration

input [3:0] a,b;

input c0;

output [3:0] sum;

output c4;

//internal wire

wire p0,p1,p2,p3,g0,g1,g2,g3;

wire  c1,c2,c3;

//calculation of propagate and generate term

assign p0 = a[0]^b[0];

assign p1 = a[1]^b[1];

assign p2 = a[2]^b[2];

assign p3 = a[3]^b[3];

assign g0= a[0]&b[0];

assign g1= a[1]&b[1];

assign g2= a[2]&b[2];

assign g3= a[3]&b[3];



Carry Look-Ahead Adder RTL 

(Contd..)

//carry calculation

assign c1 = g0|(p0&c0);

assign c2 = g1|(p1&g0)|(p1&p0&c0);

assign c3 = g2|(p2&g1)|(p2&p1&g0)|(p2&p1&p0&co);

assign c4 = 
g3|(p3&g2)|(p3&p2&g1)|(p3&p2&p1&g0)|(p3&p2&p1&p0&c0);

//sum calculation

assign sum[0] = p0^c0;

assign sum[1] = p1^c1;

assign sum[2] = p2^c2;

assign sum[3] = p3^c3;

endmodule



Thank You


